On Open Questions in Holocaust Education

Abstract: Even though recent decades have borne witness to an increased educational interest in teaching the Holocaust, academic stances on why the topic should be taught still vary significantly. The aim of this paper is to present teaching interventions that would help educators to navigate through one of the most important open questions in Holocaust education: the question of aims. Three Holocaust-related teaching interventions, which themselves use open questions as the basis for teaching and learning, are presented and analysed. The open questions, as the background, allow the educators to simultaneously shift between various teaching aims. The interventions addressing the question of heroes, victims and bystanders, causal analysis of the Holocaust, and the responsibility of the Allies for the escalation of the Holocaust, are arranged in such a way so as to lead students from their day-to-day knowledge, through historical concepts, finally ending up addressing more abstract concepts. The analysis draws on literature related to both Holocaust education and the teaching of controversial issues, and covers a range of topics; from practical to more philosophical.
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Introduction

Hand (2008) terms a teaching question as controversial if it ensues different and opposing views whereupon none of them is being contrary to reason. Drawing on Robert Dearden, Hand (2008) terms this notion the epistemic criterion; teaching controversial topics, he notes, has an intended outcome for students to identify conflicting views on the same issue and comprehend their supportive arguments.
One of the initial decisions that educators must make is to establish whether a question is closed or an open one, argue Hess and Gatti (2010: 21). The authors explain that the main characteristic of a closed question is that there is only one correct answer to it, whereas an open question ensues varying but legitimate answers. Teachers might have their own opinions about the right answers, but they ought to provide students with such type of instruction that is free from imposing the educators’ own views and ideologies (Hess and Gatti, 2010: 22). Given that teaching controversial and open questions could share certain similarities, these two terms will be used interchangeably throughout this paper.

The aim of this paper is to present teaching interventions that would help educators to navigate through one of the most important open questions in Holocaust education: the question of aims. Three Holocaust-related teaching interventions, which themselves use open questions as the basis for teaching and learning, are presented and analysed. The open questions, as the background, allow the educators to simultaneously shift between various teaching aims. The interventions addressing the question of heroes, victims and bystanders, causal analysis of the Holocaust, and the responsibility of the Allies for the escalation of the Holocaust, are arranged in such a way so as to lead students from their day-to-day knowledge, through historical concepts, finally ending up addressing more abstract concepts. The sequence of lessons, selected to rehearse and develop historical knowledge first is in line with Foster (2020), emphasising the importance of historical knowledge acquisition for general understanding of the Holocaust. Accordingly, the first lesson addressing the questions of perpetrators, victims and bystanders aims to develop historical knowledge of basic Holocaust related terms in all of their complexity. Historical knowledge as the basis should be further expanded in the next two lessons, accompanied by more complex sociological and philosophical concepts. While designing the lesson plans, I endeavored to follow the recommendations that teaching controversial issues ought to be non-directive, and the teacher should assist students in developing their own opinions on one of the accepted solutions (Hand, 2008).

The three lessons are intended to accompany high school history curricula, paying particular attention to Holocaust education. The planned duration of the each lesson is 1 hour and 30 minutes. My experience says that the interventions are particularly relevant to the International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme educational settings. Apart from that, the teaching activities are applicable to extracurricular activities and history clubs, given that many curricula do not allow several hours for teaching the Holocaust. Before addressing the Holocaust through open questions, students are expected to be familiar with the main aspects of Jewish culture and life before the Holocaust, history of antisemitism in Europe, the main concepts of Nazi ideology, as well as the course of the Second World War in Europe.

It is suggested that teachers address their national context. The third lesson is suitable for the analysis of what a particular country has done to prevent the escalation of the Holocaust, and to what extent it was possible to do more. This kind of approach is possible within certain national contexts.

The teaching interventions are designed to serve as the basis for achieving various teaching aims, and should be complemented by educators in accordance with the specificities of their students and curricula. Nonetheless, not all of the educational aims are included. It might be sensible to assume that literature, citizenship, music and art classes have the potential to compliment educational aims presented in this paper. This approach would be in line with Chapman (2020). He argues for the benefits of approaching the Holocaust through different disciplines, comparing them to distinct “optics”, or ways of (students’) perception (p. 54). Unfortunately, an inter-curricular approach does not exist in many schools, and each of the teachers has to find the way of shifting between different teaching aims.
Contrasting aims in Holocaust education

Discussions on the Holocaust education aims saturate the attitudes between and among teachers, guideline recommenders and education researchers as well. Academics and educators, as well as the public, are divided into several points of views on the appropriate aims of the Holocaust teaching. For one strand of thought, teaching unique historical realities within a strictly contextualised time era of the Nazi regime should be the main purpose of the Holocaust education. For those holding the opposite view comparative, ethical, and intellectual frameworks of teaching the Holocaust have a primary role in the Holocaust curriculum (Gray, 2015).

The debates on the aims of Holocaust education are on-going among education researchers themselves. Novick (1999) argues that no lesson on everyday knowledge can be attained through the Holocaust teaching; the circumstances in which the Holocaust occurred had been so extreme that they were removed far from the threshold of what constituted everyday life. Rather, “more meaningful lessons can be learned from the behaviour of normal Americans than from Nazi officers during extreme circumstances”, asserts Novick (1999:245).

In a similar vein, Kinloch (2001) argues that any goal of the Holocaust education which is not directly linked with developing students’ knowledge on specific historical events should be regarded as inadequate. In his paper, Kinloch (2001) offers a view on the futility of invocation of historical memory as a protection against future violence when, matter-of-factly, the genocides in Cambodia and Rwanda occurred after the Holocaust.

In line with Kinloch (2001) and Novick (1999), Salmons (2010) argues against moral or “activist” agenda of teaching the Holocaust. Salmons (2010: 57) highlighted that, unless students internalised the historical details and comprehended why the historical event happened, visiting locations of the former concentration camps is not only educationally useless, but potentially detrimental. He further explains that real learning does not take place by working with symbolically charged terms - such has become the word “Holocaust” – in order to convey the profoundly detrimental aspects of racism and extreme intolerance. Consequently, demonstrating an understanding of the absorbed knowledge, through connections made between facts is far more crucial for students’ intellectual development than asking them how they feel upon learning a historical event (Salmons, 2010: 62-63).

Considering the arguments above, I would say that teaching the Holocaust as per Salmons’ (2010) recommendations fulfils the criteria of Michael Young’s theory of “powerful knowledge” (2015, 2013a, b). In their paper, Young and Muller (2014) emphasised that schools should deliver academic, or the so-called powerful knowledge, which surpasses the conceptions made by students in their everyday life. Delivered through specialised school subjects, the powerful knowledge is systematic, specialised, and superior to the knowledge students acquire in their everyday life, explain Young and Muller (2014). It goes without saying that acquiring academic knowledge on the extremely complex topic of the Holocaust is poles apart from students’ everyday knowledge.

The idea of teaching the Holocaust chiefly for the purpose of academic knowledge is irreconcilable with the views of many researchers. They claim that the Holocaust education should primarily aim at promoting civic and moral virtues (Short, 2003; Landau, 1989). Ronnie Landau elaborates on the reasons for including the Holocaust in the National Curriculum for its capacity to "civilise and humanise our students and… has the power to sensitise them to the dangers of indifference, intolerance, racism and the dehumanisation of others” (Landau, 1989: 20). In a similar vein, Short (2003: 281) argues that effective teaching of the Holocaust has contributed to the prevention of genocide in the last fifty years. Weimar Republic, according to the author, serves as
an example to students to realise that existing racism shall not simply fade away and its emergence should be therefore carefully dealt with. The author believes that there should be a link between the fact that highly educated Nazi dignitaries (with doctoral degrees) made up half of the Wannsee Conference memberships, and the schools’ expected main focus on students’ moral development. Short (2003: 285-286) maintains that students who study the Holocaust have an opportunity to learn the consequences of peoples’ obliviousness and turning a blind eye as well as the consequences of unrestricted discriminatory speeches.

It would be sensible to assume that the care for others, as explained by Landau (1989) and Short (2003), fulfils the criteria of what Reiss and White (2014) define as a flourishing life. According to Reiss and White (2014), education should enable students to have an autonomy and lead a fulfilling life. Furthermore, they see the purpose of education in enabling students to care for others by means of “helping others to reach their goals, respecting their autonomy and being fair, friendly and cooperative” (Reiss and White, 2014: 79). It is evident that the care for others corresponds with Short’s (2003) argument for teaching the Holocaust for the prevention of racism. Congruence of their aims is even more evident as Reiss and White consider the role of school in the light of “widening students’ moral sensitivity” (Reiss and White, 2014: 79), and further in correspondence to what Short (2003) and Landau (1989) regard as the purpose of the Holocaust education. Yet another point by Reiss and White (2014), that school education should nurture a liberal democratic norms and standards of society, is in line with the Short’s (2003) and Landau’s (1989) notions on prevention of all types of discrimination by Holocaust teaching.

In the absence of clear instructions, educators have to find their own methods to navigate through the aims of Holocaust education. This challenging task requires a sound instructional approach which strongly develops students’ academic knowledge while simultaneously encourages them to reconsider their moral dilemmas. The lesson plans designed to help the educators navigate through the Holocaust teaching aims are presented in the following sections.

**Lesson plans**

In the absence of clear instructions, educators have to find their own methods to navigate through the aims of Holocaust education. Three teaching interventions that would help educators to navigate through the aims of Holocaust education are presented and analysed in this section.

**Lesson 1 - Perpetrators, victims, bystanders, and silent heroes**

The lesson, outlined in Table 1 attempts to reconcile the contrasting aims of Holocaust education. I designed the lesson plan drawing on my experience at the Museum of Silent Heroes and the Buchenwald Concentration Camp, as well as reflecting on the literature on the recent debates on the Holocaust education.

Many researchers have explained how a poor historical knowledge of the Holocaust can be an obstacle to achieving all other educational aims (Bloxham, 2009; Browning, 1992; Cesarani, 2005; Foster, 2020; Kershaw, 2008) Accordingly, Lesson 1 starts with revisiting the main concepts about the running of the Nazi state, which is necessary for the main part of the Lesson 1.
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The teaching plan designed for the main part of the lesson is given in Box 1. The pedagogical approach which begins with a non-historical content (Box 1 - Dilemma 1), is in line with the recommendations by Young and Muller (2014), claiming that teaching should begin with students' day-to-day experience which is gradually supplemented by academic knowledge. I recommend this reflective learning exercise for more than a few of its educational benefits.

Firstly, in order to put themselves in the position of these ordinary German citizens, who, in all likelihood, had experienced personal dilemmas, students have to draw on their powerful knowledge of the relevant historical context. By engaging with academic knowledge, students rehearse it and set the ground for further progress, which is in line with Foster's (2020) recommendation about the importance of historical knowledge for further progression in studying about the Holocaust.

Secondly, I argue that reconsideration of this moral dilemma corresponds with the theory by Reiss and White (2014), stating that schools “can help students think about moral conflicts in their own lives and in the wider spheres” (Reiss and White, 2014: 79).

Thirdly, I ask students to emerge themselves in the given dilemma which will personalise the historical past and genuinely motivate them for learning about the topic. By exploring the thought-provoking biographies students are stimulated from the very outset of the lesson for examining the further historical content, which is in line with Harris' (2005) and Kitson et al. (2011) view, stating that an interesting opening is crucial for any historical enquiry.

* Ordinary German citizens who risked their lives to help endangered Jews.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Lesson 1 (Lesson plan)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Teaching/learning activities</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starter</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plenary</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homework</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Ordinary German citizens who risked their lives to help endangered Jews.
Fourthly, students themselves are encouraged to choose the course of further historical inquiry, as they are asked what other contextual information they need (Box 1, Table 2 – last column). In this context, Hammond (2011) describes the benefits of the pedagogical approach which follows students’ preferences in historical enquiry.

Lastly, developing a proper understanding of the complex terms – perpetrators, bystanders and victims – is necessary for achieving both historical and moral aims. Salmons (2010: 10) warned against teaching the Holocaust without a nuanced and complex knowledge of these three terms. On the other hand, academics Dickinson and Lee (1978) were among the first to note that history, unlike many

---

**Box 1: Lesson one - Teaching/learning activities**

Students are supposed to fill in the table (Table 2) drawing on four dilemmas.

**Table 2 Teaching/learning activities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Possible choices</th>
<th>Positive consequences</th>
<th>Negative consequences</th>
<th>Thick the choice you would make</th>
<th>Give two reasons for your choice</th>
<th>What other contextual information do you need?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dilemma 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilemma 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilemma 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dilemma 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dilemma 1**

A poor woman stole some fruit from the market stall to give it to her hungry son. The owner of the market noticed her action and threatens to call the police. The woman explained that her son is hungry and she has no money.

**Dilemma 2**

A Jewish prisoner is told to become a capo (a person responsible for a group of inmates) in the Buchenwald Concentration Camp. In that way he would be responsible for carrying out technical Nazi orders within his group of inmates. Acceptance of this position will increase his chances of survival for some time.

**Dilemma 3**

An unknown Jewish man knocked on the door of the German secondary school teacher Gustav Muller in Berlin in 1940. If Gustav accepts to give him a shelter in his home, he will put in danger his life and the safety of his family.

**Dilemma 4**

A Jewish doctor knocked on the door of the German secondary school teacher Gustav Muller in Berlin in 1940, asking for shelter for her daughter. Gustav knew the doctor very well, as she went out of her way five years ago, to help Gustav’s son, who suffered life-threatening injuries in a traffic accident. If Gustav accepts to give her a shelter in his home, he will put in danger his life and the safety of his family.
other disciplines, lacks its specialised language relying on the terms from everyday communication instead. Perpetrators, victims and bystanders are everyday terms which in the context of the Holocaust take a very complex meaning. Apart from Dickinson and Lee (1978), many other academics emphasised the link between the understanding of historical processes and the nuanced knowledge of the specialised language (Chapman, 2003; Lee and Shemilt, 2009; Woodcock, 2005).

In sum, my response to the dilemma of appropriate aims of the Holocaust education is represented in the lesson design (Box 1), which simultaneously integrates an intellectual exercise led by historical facts and moral contemplation of their possible meanings for the current age. Nonetheless, the lesson design (Box 1 - Dilemma 3 and 4) is directly proportional to the levels and depths of acquired historical knowledge. The detected gaps in students’ knowledge could be addressed in the course of the activity analysed in the next section, which is more focused on historical aims.

Lesson 2 - The Holocaust causal analysis

Given that historians operate with many interpretations of the causes of the Holocaust (Totten and Feinberg, 2016), it would be logical to assume that the issue meets the criteria of an open question. Consequently, this section, developed as Lesson 2 (Table 3), offers suggestions of how to deal with the topic in the classroom setting. Two pedagogical challenges are reported in this intervention. While the first activity – Causal Classification (Box 2) addresses the causal classification of the Holocaust, the second one – Weighing of causal importance (Box 3) pertains to determining the importance of each cause against both, the final outcome, and other cluster of causes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching/learning activities</th>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starter</td>
<td>Revision of the basic facts related to the rise of Nazism and their policy towards the Jewish population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main</td>
<td>Students should complete Tasks 1 and 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plenary</td>
<td>Students should discuss their choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homework</td>
<td>Students should write a timeline of causes of the Holocaust, determining its chronological frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Causal classification

Many researchers have written on how to develop students' causal analysis in history education (Chapman, 2003, Chapman and Woodcock, 2006; Lee and Shemilt, 2009; Totten and Feinberg, 2016). From my perspective, Chapman’s (2003) suggestion is the most appropriate, as each word in his causal classification clearly describes the type of cause applicable to the Holocaust. In his paper Chapman (2003) divided the causes into three categories and further worked them out by designing the subcategories.

However, to elaborate further on Chapman’s (2003) classification, I suggest that students first write the causes on the cards and then assign the same causes to different headings (Box 2 – Students’ tasks b) and c). In that way, students can relate to one cause as, for example, a trigger as well as an economic cause. It is likely that in this way students’ perception of the Holocaust causes would be less rigid. Importantly, the reflexion on the categories ought to foster discussion. Furthermore, I argue for more flexibility within the Chapman (2003) classification – which would potentially yield more educational benefits. In the light of this, students should be assigned the task to develop new causal categories on their own in addition to those given by the teacher (Box 2- Students’ task d). For instance, one additional category can be the personal cause, i.e., Hitler’s personal contribution to the Holocaust; another one can be the accidents where students may insert various causes, such as the Reichstag’s Fire. It goes without saying that this activity may be a challenging task for many students. Nonetheless, dividing students into small groups may overcome this challenge as “the performance of the group is better than that of its best member” (Mercier and Sperber, 2011: 63). This phenomenon, which the same authors called Assembly bonus effect, may be relied upon in implementation of this learning task. Likewise, given that developing causal categories requires creativity, it is expectant that two or more students who work towards the same goal are more like-

### Box 2: Lesson 2 – Teaching/learning activities of developing causal classification

**Students’ task:**

a) Write on the cards the causes of the Holocaust

b) Assign your causes into the subcategories of the content heading.

c) Assign as many causes into the time and role subcategories.

d) Design your own categories assigning to it as many causes as you can.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Subcategory</th>
<th>Place for cards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Economic (causes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ideological</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Long-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Precondition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ly to use reasoning and dialogue in order to reach consensus, rather than merely vote on the best solution. This manner of reaching an agreement is exactly what Walton (1990) strongly recommends as the best approach for this type of argumentative dialogue. He terms it the ‘Planning Committee’, and reasserts that the benefits of this approach lie in fostering discussion. This is also in line with what Mercier and Sperber (2011) term exploratory talk, emphasising the importance of its role in the classroom.

Weighing of Causal Importance

In order to gear students towards a more complex historical causal analysis, Chapman (2003) drew on a teaching strategy named the Diamond Nine. Its objective was to enable students to assign importance to different causes. Accordingly, a cause placed at the top of the Diamond Nine has the strongest relevance for the final outcome. The shape of the diamond enables students to assign the importance of each cause in relation to other causes (Box 3).

In my view, the Diamond Nine has at least three educational benefits. The first one is to engage students in causal reasoning as they have to be prepared to argument placing each of the Holocaust causes in its designated place. This approach is in line with Hand’s (2008) view, stating that by exposing students to the exercise of uncovering and examining facts educators optimise students’ prospects of flourishing. He further writes that “engagement in practical and theoretical reasoning is both intrinsically rewarding and the most effective means of securing a wide range of individual and social goods” (Hand, 2008: 218).

The second benefit arises from the fact that one group of students complete the Diamond Nine exercise in dialectic opposition to other groups. This practice follows Hand’s recommendation that educators should enable students to “judge candidates for belief against the evidence or arguments in their support” (Hand, 2008: 218). Hand’s (2008) recommendation is in line Hess and Gatti’s position that educators should encourage students to “weigh competing arguments based on their merits” (Hess and Gatti, 2010: 20). Consequently, by completing the Diamond Nine through a dialectic approach, students are stimulated to analyse, assess and adopt other claims should they find its evidence epistemically adequate. Lastly, the third benefit of the Diamond Nine is in line with Hess and Gatti’s (2010) argument, that discussing controversial issues students are becoming better disputants. Information about the course of the teaching activity is presented in Box 3.

Box 3: Lesson 2 – Teaching/learning activities of weighing of causal importance

Students’ task:

a) Complete the Diamond Nine with the causes of the Holocaust. Put more important causes towards the top of the Diamond.

b) Be prepared to explain the reasons for your choice to the rest of the class.
The completion of the task envisaged for this lesson will significantly develop and rehearse students’ academic or powerful knowledge on the Holocaust causes, which is relevant to the historical aims of teaching the topic. Apart from that, students will have their debating skills improved as well as the capacity to make their own choices and explain reasons behind their decisions. In the world outside the classroom, this skillset, according to Reiss and White (2014), may help students lead a flourishing and fulfilling life.

One of the downfalls of this approach is that it can be time-consuming. Furthermore, developing additional categories within the exercise might foster unhistorical responses and inaccuracies. Even though the term “accident” is present in the pedagogy of historical causal analysis (Woodstock, 2011), I suggest caution in its application as it might cause confusion, especially amongst the lower-performing students.

Lesson 3 – The Allies’ Responsibility for the Escalation of the Holocaust

In their study, Oulton et al. (2004) emphasised that most teachers in England teach controversial topics through discussion. In the light of this, I suggest that teaching the question of the Allies’ share of responsibility for the escalation of the Holocaust may be organised as a set of debates (Table 3). This kind of approach is in line with IHRA guidelines (2019: 32), arguing for discussions around the fact the (escalation of) the Holocaust was not inevitable. The benefits of this approach will be reviewed in this section.

Table 3 – Lesson 3 (lesson plan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching/learning activities</th>
<th>Learning objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Starter</strong></td>
<td>Acquaint students with conflicting views about the responsibility of the Allies for the escalation of the Holocaust</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main</strong></td>
<td>Students engage in the first three phases of the debate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plenary</strong></td>
<td>A teacher states her opinion and answers students’ questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Homework</strong></td>
<td>Write an essay on the topic Allies should/not be blamed for the escalation of the Holocaust</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Hand and Levinson (2012) argue that students defend the views they genuinely hold with more passion and meaningfulness. For the sake of this toolkit (Table 4), I would argue for the contrary, i.e., creating an artificial dialectical diversity. Students will find and interrogate arguments which will defend each side of the conflicting view (Table 4, Stage 2). Having completed this, the teacher will ensure that students fully explain their own positions on the subject towards the end of the lesson (Table 4, Stage 3).

The lesson design (Table 4) engages students in the process of intellectual reasoning during which
they also improve their skillsets. The reason I argue that students should suspend their judgements for as long as possible during the lesson is to prevent them from holding the same view they had developed beforehand (at the beginning or long before the lesson). “Reasoning should be even more biased once the reasoner has already stated her opinion,” wrote Mercier and Sperber (2011: 67). Similarly, Oulton et al. (2004) warned against the pedagogical approaches which encourage pupils to prematurely form their stances on an issue. The same authors encourage “open-mindedness, a thirst for more information, and a willingness to change one’s own mind” (Oulton et al, 2004: 505). Equally, Epley and Gilovich (2016) emphasise that people engage in a motivated reasoning in order to find arguments in favour of their preferred opinion; most people would welcome the facts that support their desired stance, while they would be much more sceptical of the evidence that supports contradictory stances. Consequently, if students express their view at the beginning of the lesson, they might not be sufficiently motivated to evaluate the historical evidence they are subsequently assigned with, and/or overly critical of contradictory arguments they are presented with. Siegel (1997) considers that educators’ prime learning objective in respect to their students is to improve their reasoning skills. This idea, in conjugation with the Hand and Levinson’s (2012) argument that students more effectively defend the views they genuinely hold, results in designing a lesson which does not impede students’ acting on reason. Rather, it “help(s) students develop the ability to evaluate arguments and the probative force which putative reasons have and to encourage students to believe and act on the basis of reasons” (Siegel, 1997: 20).

Apart from debating presented historical facts, students are taught to respect the views different to theirs and tackle any discrepancy in opinion by entering a reasoned debate. This approach, overall, makes students better citizens, according to Haydon (2006), who claims that respect is an important and right attitude that one should have towards his/her fellow citizens. This form of respect is

| Stage 1 | Students are expected to uncover arguments for the views assigned by the teacher and engage in a debate; |
| Stage 2 | Students are expected to shift positions and find arguments for the opposing view followed by another round of a debate; |
| Stage 3 | Students form and state their own opinions; |
| Stage 4 | The teacher states arguments to the class and defends his/her position. |

Table 4 – Lesson 3 Teaching activities

Debate topic
Allies should/not be blamed for the escalation of the Holocaust
not based on the comparison of one’s own skills and knowledge to other’s, but on individual regard for other persons. I believe that respecting each other’s opinions by means of debating on historical questions is compatible with what Haydon (2006) calls a non-comparative respect. Naturally, criticising other peoples’ opinions and stances is not incompatible with respecting their personality. Even though Haydon (2006) had in mind primarily the benefits of citizenship education when discussing this topic, I believe that for the Holocaust debate it can be equally beneficial.

The role of teachers in Lesson 3

I believe that the teacher should moderate debates to a certain level in order to encourage lively and constructive students’ exchanges. As evidenced by Hand and Levinson (2012), debates tend to be conducted with a less argumentative power and analysis when teacher is entirely absent. Given that it is a historical debate, teacher should be responsive to promptly provide necessary historical facts and details and correct historical inaccuracies in order to enable smooth debating.

Discussing the role of teachers in greater detail, the question can be raised whether a teacher should disclose his/her personal opinions on the debate in question. The research by Oulton et al. (2004), conducted among English primary and secondary teachers, demonstrates that there is no consensus amongst educators on whether teachers should disclose their opinion on controversial questions. For example, the controversial question of racism entailed a close number of responses across the three optional answers: 29% of the questioned teachers said that would not disclose their personal opinion on a controversial question; 29% designated that they were willing to disclose if asked, while 42% of them claimed that they would make their opinions clear. Education theory is equally marked by diverging opinions on this question. Thomas E. Kelly (1986) details four different possibilities while in favour of committed impartiality, that is, teachers disclose their opinions without trying to impose them on students. Kelly (1986) explained the potential risks of this approach given that teacher’s opinion can influence students and hinder their reasoning. Moreover, the potential risk of influencing students’ reasoning by teachers’ opinion increases with the students being of younger age, according to Jerome et al. (2003) and Miller-Lane et al. (2006).

Notwithstanding the risks, I am inclined to accept Kelly’s (1986) approach of committed impartiality (Table 4, Stage 4) for the following reasons. Given the lesson structure, teachers’ opinions are less likely to influence students’ opinions in the fourth stage of the class, when they have already formed and expressed their views. This approach is in line with Jerome and al. (2003: 73) claiming that “a teacher should only make their opinion known in a lesson where opinions are being developed and the exchange of opinions among students encouraged”. Secondly, from a theoretical point of view, the topic of the debate is an open question itself, so the conflicting answers not be contrary to reason are expectant. With this theoretical explanation, I hope to diminish an influence of a teacher’s position over the classroom and students’ opinions. In this respect, Hand and Levinson (2012) emphasised that teachers are not authorities on matters of controversial issues. The third reason lies in accepting Siegel’s (1998) and Kelly’s (1986) point about teacher’s honesty which is imperative for creating and sustaining a true learning environment. The learning environment which accommodates free and tolerant exchange of views naturally entails teacher’s participation and input as well. Finally, the teacher’s reasoning and depth of knowledge may elucidate some details over which students had doubts which do not substantially change their stances. At this stage of the lesson the students are already deeply engaged with the topic.

Along a similar line, I believe that educators should encourage students to challenge their own
opinions; educators must be prepared to argument
their opinions and even modify them if students
present powerful counterarguments. With this
approach, the teacher shall demonstrate that there is
no discrepancy between what one says and what
one does or, what Hayward (2009) calls, “the hidden
curriculum” (Hayward, 2009: 61).

The debate on the Holocaust encourages stu-
dents to examine and present multiple points of
view on acquired historical facts by making connec-
tions between and among them. In this manner, stu-
dents’ capacities to effectively navigate within differ-
ent segments of historical debate are enlarged.

For clarity, if the Allies were to prevent the es-
calation of genocide they could have intervened at
multiple points in time. In turn, it would have pro-
duced different historical scenarios. The disadvan-
tage of the intervention is that students are not giv-
en room to exchange their genuine arguments dur-
ing the third stage of the lesson, as I believe that
three debates on the same topic would be too much.
Nonetheless, students can exchange arguments with
the teacher in the fourth stage of the lesson.

For this lesson plan to be successfully applied,
the following pre-conditions must be met:

– Students should already master certain lev-
els of presentation skills.
– A friendly classroom environment is en-
 sured, where students feel free to disagree.
– The teacher has given a thorough expla-
nation of the term ‘Ally’ as the Holocaust
started before the formation of the Alli-
ances.
– The teacher must walk a carefully drawn
line between students’ disregard of ‘The
Allies’ role in the Holocaust escalation’ on
one hand, and its overemphasis on the oth-
er, and intervene if necessary

Final discussion

In the absence of clear instructions, educators
have to find their own methods by which to navigate
through the aims in Holocaust education. A means
of reconciling teaching aims can be to shift between
different educational aims throughout the same les-
son. Attempting to distance itself from the debates
about the aims of Holocaust education per se, the
paper presents a proposal for a sequence of lessons
that would help educators to simultaneously com-
bine several teaching aims, pertaining to students’
rehearsal and improvement of historical knowledge,
experiencing difficult dilemmas, personalising the
past, formulating and assessing arguments, develop-
ing a sense of empathy. Furthermore, the sequence
of lessons, leading students from their day-to-day
knowledge through historical content and eventu-
ally reaching more philosophical concepts endeav-
ours to improve debating skills and the reaching of
compromises, and aims to normalize the existence of
divergent voices.
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On Open Questions in Holocaust Education

ОТВОРЕНИМ ПИТАЊИМА У НАСТАВИ ХОЛОКАУСТА

Упркос све већој важности која се присваја настави Холокаусти, академски ставови о томе зашто и како ту тему треба предавати се и даље знатно разликују. Циљ овог рада је да илустрирају свечаност наставе Холокауста и истици историјских тема као основа за разумевање и анализу академских ставова. У раду су изложене аргументе који потврдамо да отворена питања могу служити за анализу историјских процеса, развој критичког мишљења, као и за развој културе и глобалног разумевања. Исти наставни садржаји могу да подучавају ученике, али и да њихове моралне ставове. Наставни садржај изложен у овом раду је концептуално сведен у три наставне јединице, које су концептуализоване у спољшику са свечаност историјског разумевања и анализа историјских процеса. Наставни садржај изложен у овом раду је концептуално сведен у три наставне јединице, које су концептуализоване у спољшику са свечаност историјског разумевања и анализа историјских процеса.
представља један од неизоставних циљева сваке од наставних јединица, садржаји изложени у овом раду најјарактажирани су за часове истиорије. Међутим, многе од идеја још оне су за наставу демокрације / ирађанској васпитању, ако се друге могу адаптирати и за исто добре освежиле ардмейда друмсивене оријенције, ирвэнсивено филозофије. Пошто је за сваку од једина наставне јединице идентично вријеме од 90 минута, њихова обрада је из техничких разлога најјарактажирана за часове додатне наставе, истојоријске секције, као и регуларне часове истиорије у једнорамо Међуматурне макуре.

Кључне ријечи: настава Холокауста, настава истиорије, наставни циљеви, контроверзне теме, отворена питања.